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The purpose of this document is to breakdown the points presented within the FEI 2015 Sports 

Forum “Eventing Future” document.  

 It is important that the information provided by the FEI is able to be considered as individual points 

in their own right. 

 All stakeholders should consider these points and determine the implications the recommended 

changes will have on our sport, not just for this generation of riders and horses but for the next as 

well. 

Bruce Haskell 

President of the Event Riders Association (International) 

 

Point breakdown of Section I “Audit of Eventing” 

Charles Barnett has been asked by the FEI to conduct an audit into eventing. 

The intention of this audit is to identify factors that may affect the retention of eventing at the 

Olympics. 

The factors to identify are:  

a) Safety of horse 

b) Safety of rider 

c) Examine all areas of the sport to maintain Olympic position 

d) Look at potential development of the sport 

The project intends to: 

a) Look at ways of increasing appeal from a spectator point of view 

b) Look at ways of increasing appeal from a participant point of view 

The key component of the audit is to review safety. The review will be undertaken using data 

collected from officials from both FEI and National events over the previous 10 years. 

Areas examined are: 

a) Rotational falls 

b) Horse falls resulting in serious injury 

c) Fence design and placement 
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The intention is to determine if there are common repetitive factors and if these factors can be 

prevented without changing the spirit of the sport. 

 Preliminary statistics will be presented this forum. 

Point breakdown of Section II “Olympic Format for Eventing” 

The “event” based approach puts Eventing, as a sport, at risk being one of 306 “events” within the 

Olympic games. 

The IOC want to “speak to a new generation of athletes and fans” 

 This would largely be connected to the television audience gained from the Olympics and 

the revenue from the sale of advertising space. 

 Olympic sponsorship had been historically based on FMG products (fast moving consumer 

goods) such as CocaCola etc.  

 Very little sponsorship is connected to our demographic of the sport. 

“International Federations (in our case the FEI) have been asked to review their sports to make sure 

they are attractive, modern TV and spectator friendly” 

 This is the first time we see eventing possibly being considered to be a “sport” in its own 

right. 

Consider these changes and then relate them back into these principles: 

1. What is the core principle of “Eventing”?  

2. Welfare of the horse 

3. Increasing the number of nations competing at the Olympics 

4. Separate team and individual competitions  

5. Ensure the competition is the best available  

IOC Concerns.  

The IOC had raised issues (yet to be proven) of 

1. Cost 

2. Space used by Eventing 

3. The complex scoring of Eventing 

Eventing has already addressed some of these issue by the format change of past years i.e. 

introduction of CIC and elimination of the endurance phase. 

2020 Review 

At this stage this is an opportunity to review the sport of Eventing. The direct threat level to Eventing 

has never been quantified. 
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The key points to the retention of Eventing at the Olympics are: 

1. Excellence. The Olympics should be the highest level of the sport 

2. Universality. The sport should be available and accessible globally. 

The FEI want to use this review to find new ways of attracting new nations to be involved but keep 

the Olympic format at elite level. 

Any review of the sport must be done with the “Olympic” audience, sponsors and media in mind, 

and our existing Eventing stakeholders. That is an important point.  

The FEI acknowledge the Championship level of our sport is risky and does not always portray a safe 

sport or one that is animal friendly. 

Managing the risks of the sport for athletes and horses is a different issue from making the sport 

compatible for a larger viewing audience. 

Eventing Core Values 

The FEI feel these values are the “core” of eventing 

1. Same horse, same rider throughout the competition. Combined score from all 3 phases 

create a final mark. 

2. Eventing is separated from the other two sports of dressage and show jumping by the 

cross country. 

3. The FEI use the word “representative” to describe using dressage and show jumping but 

not to the same skill level. 

4. The order of the competition is dressage, cross country and show jumping. 

5. The trot up before show jumping must be maintained. 

1.1 Eventing Proposals  

The intention of the suggested changes outlined in the 2020 proposal for Eventing are to be used at 

all FEI Championships.  The recommendation is that any format change decided to meet the 2020 

criteria will be therefore used at WEG, Pan Americans and Europeans. 

Dressage and Show Jumping have proposed to “harmonise” the Olympic and Championship formats. 

Eventing is expected to follow this suggestion. 

This means the format chosen for the Olympics is the highest level of the sport and therefore meets 

the first principle of “Excellence” 

a) Team and Individual competitions would run at the same time but would be separate. i.e. 

one competition for teams, one competition for individuals 

b) Horse and rider combinations must either be part of the team or run as an individual, not 

both 
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c) Teams would be at 3* 

d) Individuals would be at 4* 

e) Only 65 places for Eventing are available 

f) 45 to 45 available for team medals 

g) 20 to 25 available for individual medals 

1.2 Team Competition 

a) Dressage and show jumping to be at 4* level 

b) Cross country to be at 3* level 

Note at this point there is no mention of the definition of 3 or 4* if that is CCI or CIC 

c) Teams will be made of 3 members only 

d) All scores count. There is no discard score 

e) A team of only two members will be given a score of 1000. Details of how that will work 

have yet to be explained. 

f) 1 reserve horse per team will be allowed 

g) The team will ride one after another in each phase. Therefore the running order is a draw of 

nations.  

h) The time for all team members will be added together. 

1.3 Positives and Negatives 

At this point the FEI discuss potential positive and negatives for the above proposal. 

Point breakdown of Section III “Future of Eventing” 

The discussions held at the 2015 Eventing forum regarding this section will be repeated at  

1. The Pan American Games 

2. European Championships 

3. Olympic group F & G qualification at Boekelo 

Note: There is no mention of a discussion of the Olympic format being discussed only section III 

1. Levels and Formats 

 

1.1 4 Star 

From the document there are suggested changes to the current 4 star events as they are known 

now. 

a) The FEI define the current 4* classics as Badminton, Burghley, Pau, Kentucky and Adelaide 

b) The FEI propose to separate these competitions from the “normal” FEI CI eventing calendar 

c) Individual competitions would be run at 4* but only for “top athletes” 

d) The Olympics at 4* would be the pinnacle of Eventing 

e) Qualifications for individuals at WEG, Olympics and a normal 4* would be the same 
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f) Qualifications for 4*, Olympics and WEG will be increased 

In a separate article published on www.feifocus.org quotes Chair of the Eventing Committee, 

Giuseppe Della Chiesa as saying “we are proposing to separate the Classics 4* circuit from the rest 

of the sport. We propose to reserve the Classics for a special series at 4* level, open only to top level 

athletes who will qualify for the individual championships at WEG and the Olympic Games” 

He goes on to say “the team competitions at WEG and the Olympics would be held at 3* level. The 

idea is that athletes would qualified for WEG and the Olympics won’t be competing at a higher level 

when they get there” 

The FEI seem to be trying to encourage individuals to qualify for the “highest level of competition” 

i.e. Olympics and WEG in the same way they do for a current  4*. That is different from the current 

Qualification systems for Olympics and WEG  

The future team competitions for WEG and Olympics would be run at 3* 

1.2 New Level 

Current FEI pony competitions would be integrated into the lowest level of FEI competition along 

with a new 1.05m competition with the aim of encouraging developing nations on to the FEI ladder. 

This level is would be age specific i.e. children and teenagers and not limited to either horses or 

ponies.  

The rationale behind this is to encourage eventing participation in developing equestrian countries 

and to increase standards of safety and competition structure. 

1.3  1* to 5* 

If the lower level is adopted the lowest level of FEI competition (1.05m) would become CI1* and the 

highest would change to CI5* 

1.4 Format Merge 

There is a proposal to merge CIC 1* and CIC2* (short format) and merge them with CCI 1* and CCI2*  

(long format) 

There are no discussion points around this suggestion. 

1.5  New Level CIC 4* 

The FEI suggest the addition of a CIC 4* level is included into the sport. 

There are no discussion points around this suggestion. 

1.6 Technical Rules 

http://www.feifocus.org/
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a) The FEI has proposed a change to the scoring system to 10 penalties for the 1st fault cross 

country and 30 penalties for the 2nd. 

b) In addition they also propose a 5 penalty score be added for “knocking down” a flag at a 

skinny, narrow or corner fence. 

1.7  Saddlery 

a) In the context of “horse welfare” the FEI want to review bit use. Their concern is focused on 

strong bits in “less experienced” hands.  

1.8  Indoor Eventing 

a) The FEI want to integrate any format of “arena eventing” into a FEI controlled format. They 

base this proposal on safety grounds 

There are no discussion points around this suggestion. 

1.9  Name of the sport 

a) The FEI propose to change the name of Eventing  

There are no discussion points around this suggestion. 

2.0  Future Eventing series. 

There are no discussion points around this suggestion. 
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